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A B S T R A C T

Chronic pain after spine surgery (CPSS) is often characterized by intractable low back pain and/or radiating leg
pain, and has been reported in 8–40% of patients that received lumbar spine surgery. We conducted a literature
search of PubMed, MEDLINE/OVID with a focus on studies about the etiology and treatments of CPSS and low
back pain. Our aim was to provide a narrative review that would help us better understand the pathogenesis and
current treatment options for CPSS. This knowledge will aid in the development of optimal strategies for man-
aging postoperative pain symptoms and potentially curing the underlying etiologies. Firstly, we reviewed recent
advances in the mechanistic study of CPSS, illustrated both structural (e.g., fibrosis and scaring) and non-
structural factors (e.g., inflammation, neuronal sensitization, glial activation, psychological factor) causing
CPSS, and highlighted those having not been given sufficient attention as the etiology of CPSS. Secondly, we
summarized clinical evidence and therapeutic perspectives of CPSS. We also presented new insights about the
treatments and etiology of CPSS, in order to raise awareness of medical staff in the identification and management
of this complex painful disease. Finally, we discussed potential new targets for clinical interventions of CPSS and
future perspectives of mechanistic and translational research. CPSS patients often have a mixed etiology. By
reviewing recent findings, the authors advocate that clinicians shall comprehensively evaluate each case to
formulate a patient-specific and multi-modal pain treatment, and importantly, consider an early intraoperative
intervention that may decrease the risk or even prevent the onset of CPSS.
Translational potential statement: CPSS remains difficult to treat. This review broadens our understanding of clinical
therapies and underlying mechanisms of CPSS, and provides new insights which will aid in the development of
novel mechanism-based therapies for not only managing the established pain symptoms but also preventing the
development of CPSS.
1. Introduction

Low back pain causes substantial suffering, impairs quality of life, and
is difficult to treat. It is a common presenting complaint and has an
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estimated lifetime prevalence of 60%–85% around the world [1,2]. In the
US adult population, the prevalence of low back pain is 10%–30% [3],
and causes include injury, disc herniation, aging, and other pathological
conditions. Spine surgery has been used to treat degenerative and
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non-degenerative diseases of the spine when conservative treatment has
failed, and the number of spinal surgeries has significantly increased in
recent years [4]. Unfortunately, about 8%–40% of patients who undergo
lumbar spine surgery develop intractable or recurrent leg pain and back
pain after surgery; this is commonly known as chronic pain after spine
surgery (CPSS) [5].

Symptoms of CPSS may include localized tenderness, muscle spasms,
heaviness, numbness, or weakness in arms or legs, and chronic pain in the
back, neck, or legs. Pain can be dull or sharp, aching, burning, or radi-
ating. It can be ongoing, constant, or intermittent, and the pain level
varies greatly among individuals and with changing in posture. Diag-
nosing the cause of CPSS can be challenging and is often based on the
patient's symptoms, physical examination (e.g., restricted movement in
the spine or neck and weakness in the arms or legs), neurological eval-
uation (e.g., to determine if there is potential nerve injury), sensory and
pain tests to cold, heat, and mechanical stimuli, patient's medical history
especially surgery report, and findings from imaging tests (e.g., X-rays,
CT scans, MRIs).

Chronic pain and functional incapacities negatively affect the mental
and physical well-being of patients [1]. Yet, current CPSS treatments
remain inadequate, and a better understanding of the complex etiology of
this disease will help to improve CPSS management [1]. The exact eti-
ology of CPSS is not yet clear, and more than one anatomic structure
(e.g., nerve roots, soft tissue, vertebrae, intervertebral discs) may serve as
the potential origin of pain [6]. A better understanding of the factors that
cause CPSS will help the development of new strategies, not only to
manage pain but also to prevent CPSS and to improve healing and
functional recovery. Residual structural factors such as bone, disc, and
ligament, as well as insufficient decompression of the nerve roots and
spinal cord after spine surgery (e.g., laminectomy) have been considered
pathogenic factors that can lead to CPSS [7–9]. Yet, even patients who
have received successful decompression surgery or showed no post-
operative radiographic evidence of nervous tissue compression continue
to experience low back pain, strongly suggesting that other,
non-structural factors also contribute to CPSS [10].

Here, we review and discuss recent advances in the mechanistic study
of CPSS, with an emphasis on structural factors and non-structural
postoperative changes that have been overlooked in the pathogenesis
of CPSS. We then summarize the clinical evidence and therapeutic per-
spectives of CPSS. Finally, we discuss potential new targets and future
research directions, which are the first steps toward developing new
therapies for CPSS.

2. Literature search

The literary search for primary and review articles in PubMed,
MEDLINE/OVID, and SCOPUS was performed on October 1, 2022. Both
preclinical and clinical peer-reviewed articles published in the past 5
years in indexed medical journals were included if they were related to
CPSS and low back pain. We used keywords including pain, lam-
inectomy, failed back surgery, low back pain, spine surgery, and anal-
gesia. We limited the search articles published in English but did not
apply date limits. We also examined the reference lists of the sources
selected to identify additional studies not found in the original search.

3. Classification criteria for the level of evidence in clinical
studies

We summarized major clinical studies on the treatment of CPSS ac-
cording to the level of evidence established by the North American Spine
Society. This mainly includes randomized controlled studies (RCTs) of
CPSS in the past 20 years, and excludes studies with combined treatment
(e.g., drug therapy plus surgery) and studies classified as weak Level V
evidence. Combination therapies may effectively alleviate CPSS pain, but
determining the specific contribution and role of each treatment can be
challenging. Accordingly, we focused on analyzing individual treatments
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to better understand their effectiveness and identify the underlying
causes of the disease. Additionally, we provide a separate section to
discuss the combination therapies for CPSS pain. The specific classifica-
tion criteria for the level of evidence are as follows: Level I, high-quality
randomized trial or prospective study; testing of previously developed
diagnostic criteria on consecutive patients; sensible costs and alterna-
tives; values obtained from many studies with multiway sensitivity an-
alyses; a systematic review of Level I RCTs and studies. Level II, lesser
quality RCT; prospective comparative study; retrospective study; un-
treated controls from an RCT; lesser quality prospective study; develop-
ment of diagnostic criteria on consecutive patients; sensible costs and
alternatives; values obtained from limited studies; multiway sensitivity
analyses; a systematic review of Level II studies or Level I studies with
inconsistent results. Level III, case–control study (therapeutic and prog-
nostic studies); retrospective comparative study; study of nonconsecutive
patients without consistently applied reference “gold” standard; analyses
based on limited alternatives and costs and poor estimates; a systematic
review of Level III studies. Level IV, case series; case–control study
(diagnostic studies); poor reference standard; analyses with no sensitivity
analyses. Level V, expert opinion.

4. Pathogenesis of CPSS

The complex pathogenesis of CPSS involves multiple factors, which
are broadly classified into structural factors and non-structural factors
[11]. Structural factors include bones, ligaments, intervertebral discs,
fibrosis, and the postoperative epidural scar; any or all of these may cause
mechanical pressure, compression, or irritation of the nerve roots, sen-
sory ganglion, or spinal cord (Fig. 1A and B). These problems may be due
to inadequate surgical decompression, foraminal stenosis, recurrent disk
herniation, pseudoarthrosis, or painful disk [11,12]. The non-structural
factors of the pathogenesis of CPSS include various postoperative
changes in the local microenvironment (Fig. 1C), which include inflam-
mation, maladaptive changes in the sensory nervous system (e.g.,
sensitization of primary sensory neurons and spinal cord dorsal horn
neurons), activation of glial cells, and psychological factors [13]. To date,
the specific roles of these non-structural factors in the development and
course of CPSS have not been explored in depth.

4.1. Structural factors

4.1.1. Structural factors that are directly related to surgical failure
Inadequate decompression in the foramen and lateral recesses during

spine surgery is a common cause of CPSS, accounting for 29% of the total
CPSS cases [14]. However, excessive decompression may induce low
back pain and cause spinal instability. The risk is even greater if more
than 50% of the superior articular process is removed, as the superior
articular process is mainly involved in maintaining the stability of the
spine [15]. In addition, incorrectly performed surgical procedures which
account for approximately 2.1%–2.7% of total patients receiving spinal
surgery, also contribute to the development of CPSS [14]. Surgical
complications such as nerve damage [16], misdiagnosis, and mistreat-
ment may also contribute to CPSS if surgery is performed on unaffected
spinal segments and does not relieve nerve compression at the causative
segment. Accordingly, increasing the surgery success rate is key to
limiting the aforementioned structural factors directly related to surgical
intervention.

4.1.2. Structural factors that are not directly due to surgical failure
Structural factors of CPSS also involve the formation of postoperative

epidural fibrosis and scarring, which are not caused by surgical failures.
Local inflammatory reactions, invasion of the postoperative hematoma,
aggregation of fibroblasts, and excessive deposition of extracellular ma-
trix (ECM), cause fibrosis on the level of the fibrous periosteum and the
deep paravertebral muscles after laminectomy. Fibrosis is a natural tissue
reconstruction and wound-healing process to protect the relative



Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the pathogenesis of chronic pain after spinal surgery (CPSS) (A) The pathogenesis of CPSS can be broadly classified into structural
and non-structural factors. Schematic diagram illustrating major structural factors which refer to direct mechanical compression or irritation of the dorsal root
ganglion (DRG), nerve roots, spinal cord, or dural sac (B) Major structural factors include epidural fibrosis and scar (20%–36%), foraminal stenosis (29%), pseu-
doarthrosis (14%), recurrent LDH (12%), iatrogenic instability, and the loss of sagittal balance (C) Schematic diagram illustrating major non-structural factors for the
pathogenesis of CPSS, which refer to postoperative changes in the local environment including inflammation, increased excitability of primary sensory neurons
(peripheral sensitization), spinal dorsal horn neuron hyperexcitability (central sensitization), activation of glial cells (e.g., astrocytes, microglia), the release of
proinflammatory cytokines, and psychological factors. LDH, lumbar disc herniation; PLL, posterior longitudinal ligament; PCLM, postoperative changes in the local
microenvironment; TSPO, translocator protein; PAG, periaqueductal gray; RVM, rostral ventromedial medulla; MAPKs, mitogen-activated protein kinase.
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integrity of tissues and organs after tissue damage [17]. It consists of
three phases [18]. Phase I involves local inflammatory reactions that
occur within the first 3 to 5 postoperative days, including the release of a
large number of inflammatory factors; chemokine; and growth factors,
such as interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, phospholipase A2, and transforming
growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) at the laminectomy sites (Fig. 2A and B).
These inflammatory reactions cause the aggregation of fibroblasts,
mastocytes, macrophagocytes, and endotheliocytes [18,19]. The fibro-
blasts may arise from the paraspinal musculature, ligamentum flavum,
posterior longitudinal ligament, and annulus fibrosis. Phase II is the
active phase of fibroblasts, which usually lasts 2–3 weeks after surgery
(Fig. 2C). In this phase, fibroblasts proliferate and differentiate into
myofibroblasts which are the chief perpetrators of fibrosis and avid ECM
synthesizers [20]. TGF-β1 has important implications during this process,
especially in the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts [21].
Notably, the deposition of excessive ECM and the proliferation of fibro-
blasts play a key role in postoperative dura fibrosis and adhesions. Phase
III involves tissue reconstruction that lasts for months or longer after
surgery (Fig. 2D). Fibrillar connective tissues are deposited around the
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defect lesion and later transform into scar tissues in this phase [19].
Excessive epidural fibrosis and scarring at the operation site can cause
extradural compression and dural tethering, and it can also induce
radicular pressure or stretching on the nerve roots and dorsal root ganglia
(DRG) leading to mechanical radicular pain. Thus, excessive epidural
fibrosis has been considered an important factor that causes recurrent
radicular pain and CPSS, with a high incidence of approximately 20–36%
[22].

A dural scar is generally the result of normal wound healing after
tissue injury and occurs in both CPSS patients and patients without
symptoms. Spinal surgery destructs a variety of tissues including muscle,
ligament, fiber ring, and bone. It remains unclear which tissues are
mainly responsible for the origin of dural scars. Based on Songer's three-
dimensional theory [23], scar tissues around the dura mater mainly
originated from sacrospinalis, the fiber ring, and the posterior longitu-
dinal ligament. Excessive scar tissue may invade the spinal canal causing
mechanical compression of nerve roots after laminectomy and spinal
surgery, and it may also cause post-laminectomy epidural adhesion to the
dura mater. These changes may lead to chronic back pain and functional



Fig. 2. Schematic diagram illustrating the development of epidural fibrosis after lumbar spinal laminectomy (A) Schematic diagram illustrating the lam-
inectomy surgery for the treatment of lumbar disc herniation (B) The development of epidural fibrosis can be divided into three phases. Phase I involves local in-
flammatory reactions which occur in the first 3 to 5 postoperative days (C) Phase II is the active phase of fibroblasts which usually lasts 2–3 weeks after surgery. In this
phase, fibroblasts proliferate and differentiate into myofibroblasts which are the chief perpetrators of fibrosis and avid extracellular matrix synthesizers (D) Phase III
involves tissue reconstruction which lasts for months or longer. Epidural fibrosis and scar tissue form during this phase which may cause CPSS and functional in-
capacity. IL-1, interleukin-1; IL-6, interleukin-6. PA2; phospholipase A2; TGF-β1, transforming growth factor-β1.
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incapacity and increase the risks of complications during revision surgery
[24].

Nevertheless, a previous study suggested that dural scars may be a
concomitant phenomenon of CPSS but are not necessarily related to
postoperative recurrent radiating pain [25]. A recent study found that
epidural scars in CPSS patients differed from those in non-CPSS patients,
with the former being in a state of long-term immaturity [26]. These
findings suggest that future research should focus on abnormal epidural
scarring after laminectomy and examine its role in CPSS.

Adjacent segment disease refers to the constellation of symptoms
associated with degeneration at a spinal level adjacent to that which
received spinal fusion surgery. It may represent a longer-term sequela of
an initially successful surgery. A spine that is unbalanced or balanced via
a compensatory mechanism is prone to adjacent disc degeneration [11,
12]. A recurrent disc herniation, causing low back pain or radiating pain
in the lower extremities, may also occur in patients who have undergone
lumbar surgery at the same or adjacent level. Emerging evidence suggests
that recurrent disc herniation after lumbar spine surgery is often asso-
ciated with unhealthy lifestyle habits, including obesity and smoking
[27]. Therefore, a patient's congenital factors and lifestyle can impact the
biomechanics of the spine and recurrent disc herniation which, in turn,
contribute to CPSS. Aging and other pathological conditions, which could
impair the normal bone repairing and remodeling processes, may also
contribute to CPSS.
4.2. Non-structural factors

4.2.1. Inflammation
Chronic inflammation plays an important role in the induction of

dural fibrosis, wound healing, and pain sensitization. The local inflam-
matory response is a complex pathological process, which not only pro-
duces pain-inducing inflammatory mediators but also accelerates the
formation of dural fibrosis [28]. Previous studies have suggested that
inflammation-related arachnoiditis, rather than mechanical compres-
sion, may be an important pathological mechanism of CPSS [28]. Clinical
evidence has shown that numerous inflammatory mediators, including
IL-6, IL-8, and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), have been found in wound
drainages in patients who have undergone spinal surgery [29]. PGE2 can
elicit primary pain and is also a crucial mediator of pain sensitization
[30]. Local inflammation can also spread to adjacent DRG, leading to an
increased brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) expression in the
DRG and neuronal sensitization, which causes hyperalgesia and radicular
pain [29]. These findings are consistent with the clinical observation that
radicular pain presents in patients with chemical radiculitis in the
absence of compression [29]. Although the number of inflammatory
factors in wound drainage fluid gradually decreases from 72 h after
surgery, the acute inflammatory responses may sensitize sensory neurons
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or turn into chronic inflammation, which eventually develops into
inflammation-related arachnoiditis [13], an important pathological
mechanism in the development of CPSS.

4.2.2. Nucleus-related local environmental changes
The nucleus pulposus plays an important role in the postoperative

changes in the local microenvironment. Matrix metalloproteinases,
cyclooxygenase 2, nitric oxide, and PGE2 in the local microenvironment
may irritate the adjacent nerve roots when the nucleus pulposus is
exposed [31,32]. In a canine model, the electrical conduction velocity of
the nerve root adjacent to the nucleus pulposus was significantly
decreased at 7 days after the incision of the intervertebral disc to expose
the nucleus pulposus without compressing the nerve root. In addition, the
density and size of capillaries were significantly increased, as compared
to the sham group [30]. These findings suggest that nucleus-related local
microenvironmental changes, rather than mechanical compression, may
alter the functional state and excitability of nerve fibers [33]. Similar
changes have also occurred in patients with CPSS. Thus, local patho-
physiological changes during the intraoperative extraction of the nucleus
pulposus may play a role in CPSS and deserve further investigation.

4.2.3. Changes in the excitability of DRG neurons and spinal cord dorsal
horn neurons

DRG neurons are primary afferent sensory neurons that play impor-
tant roles in the transduction, conduction, and transmission of sensory
signals. Sensitization and hyperexcitation of DRG neurons have been
associated with chronic pain and hyperalgesia [34]. These changes in
DRG neurons can be triggered by inflammatory mediators released at the
site of tissue injury [35], which upregulate N- and T-type calcium
channels in DRG neurons [34]. Recent evidence suggests that immune
cells, including T-cells and macrophages, can also infiltrate into the DRG
after nerve injury and increase DRG neuron excitability [36]. Spine
surgery often amplifies inflammatory responses and creates a
pro-inflammatory local environment, which affects adjacent DRGs and
produces hyperalgesia and radicular pain [29], yet few studies have
focused on DRG mechanisms in the pathogenesis of CPSS.

In addition to peripheral neuronal sensitization, central sensitization
(CS) of the spinal dorsal horn neurons can also be a cause of chronic pain
[37]. Glutamate/NMDA receptor-mediated dorsal horn neuronal hyper-
excitability is a critical mechanism of CS [37,38], and has been suggested
to be a major etiological factor in CPSS. It has been postulated that CS
may be induced by a sudden increase in the concentration of extracellular
glutamate, due to inadvertent stretching and compressing of the dorsal
root during spine surgery [38]. A preclinical study showed that the
extracellular concentrations of various amino acids, especially glutamate
and aspartate, were significantly increased by 57%–744% in the dorsal
spinal cord after bilateral dorsal rhizotomy in rats [38]. In addition,
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concentrations of monocyte chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1) and BDNF
were significantly increased in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with
CPSS and positively correlated with their pain scores [39]. The functions
of these substances are closely related to increased spinal dorsal horn
neuron excitability in neuropathic pain conditions. MCP-1 may also
enhance NMDA receptor activity and excitatory synaptic transmission in
dorsal horn neurons [40], and BDNF may enhance the spontaneous
release of GABA and glycine in lamina II of the dorsal horn in response to
nerve injury [41]. Based on these findings, the roles of spinal neuronal
mechanisms in the pathogenesis and course of CPSS warrant further
study.

4.2.4. Changes in glial cells
Injuries to the peripheral or central nervous system can trigger robust

glial activation, dysfunction in neuron–glia interaction, and increased
release of the pro-inflammatory cytokines, all of which contribute to the
long-lasting neuronal sensitization at the periphery, spinal, and supra-
spinal levels [13]. In these glial cells, microglia and astrocytes, in
particular, are gaining increased attention [13,40]. A rat model of
chronic low back pain demonstrated a persistent activation of both
microglia and astrocytes in the spinal cord and increased calcitonin
gene-related peptides in the DRG [42]. Moreover, clinical evidence
shows that patients with chronic lumbar pain express an increased level
of brain translocator protein, which is a marker of glial activation [43].
Thus, gliosis may also contribute to chronic low back pain.

Microglial cells are known as resident macrophages in CNS and are
responsible for monitoring changes in the local microenvironment [44].
Intraspinal administration of activated microglial cells produced tactile
allodynia in naive rats [45]. Microglial cells respond rapidly to a wide
range of stimulation that threatens physiological homeostasis, including
spine surgery [13,46]. Multiple studies have provided compelling evi-
dence that mechanical or chemical stimulation of peripheral nerves leads
to a dramatic activation of microglia in the spinal dorsal horn, which
shifts from a branching state to a reactive state and triggers pain hy-
persensitivity [46,47]. Microglia activation increases the expression of
interferon regulatory factor 8 [48], which further promotes the expres-
sion of interferon regulatory factor 5 [46,48]. Then, interferon regulatory
factor 5 induces P2X4R expression in microglia [49]. P2X4R þmicroglia
can downregulate potassium-chloride transporter in dorsal horn neurons
by releasing bioactive diffusible factors, which, in turn, leads to the
collapse of the transmembrane anion gradient, resulting in neuron de-
polarization [46,49]. The increased neuronal excitability caused by
microglial activation in the spinal pain circuit may be responsible for
neuropathic pain [46,47], which is “pain caused by a lesion or disease of
the somatosensory nervous system” according to the International As-
sociation for the Study of Pain (IASP) terminology. In addition, microglial
activation is involved in spinal long-term potentiation at C-fiber synap-
ses, which may share similar cellular mechanisms with those underlying
chronic pain [50]. Behaviorally, long-term potentiation-inducting stim-
ulation elicited prolonged pain hypersensitivity and increased CGRP.
These changes were blocked by ablating spinal microglia [50], suggest-
ing that microglia-dependent synaptic potentiation is important to
chronic pain.

Astrocytes are thought principally to provide structural and nutri-
tional support to neurons and comprise approximately 20%–40% of all
glial cells in CNS [51]. Many lines of evidence support the role of as-
trocytes in neuropathic pain [52,53]. Preclinical studies show astrocyte
hypertrophy as indicated by increased GFAP expression, which is asso-
ciated with pain hypersensitivity after nerve injury [53]. Although
research on human astrocytes has been limited by the availability of
tissue, autopsy studies show astrocyte activation in the spinal cord dorsal
horn in patients with longstanding chronic pain [52]. In addition, by
using integrated positron emission tomography-magnetic resonance im-
aging and emerging radioligand [11C]-PBR28 [54], clinical research
shows increased levels of brain translocator protein in patients with
chronic lumbar pain. This evidence suggests that astrocyte hyperplasia is
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also associated with chronic pain in humans. Mechanistically, astrocytic
intracellular signaling and the release of neuromodulators from astro-
cytes have attracted increasing attention for the part they play in
neuropathic pain. These neuromodulators include those affecting kinase
and protease pathways, transporters, and gap–junction proteins, which
play important roles in neuron–astrocyte and microglia–astrocyte in-
teractions [51]. In addition, pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines
can also be produced and released by astrocytes, affecting the induction
and maintenance of CS and chronic pain.

4.2.5. Psychological factors
Common psychological and psychosocial factors, including stress,

depression, anxiety, catastrophizing, and a lack of support, have been
suggested to predispose patients to chronic pain conditions. Clinical ev-
idence shows that patients with psychological distress are more likely to
experience poorer outcomes after spinal surgery [55]. Thus, psycholog-
ical factors may produce similar detrimental effects on CPSS. These
psychological factors may affect pain by attenuating descending pain
inhibitory systems and/or activating descending pain facilitatory systems
in CNS [56]. For example, the stimulation or activation of neurons in the
periaqueductal gray can induce descending pain inhibition through
projections to the rostral ventromedial medulla in the brain stem, which
then project to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord [56]. The rostral
ventromedial medulla contains serotonergic neurons that can exert a
bidirectional regulation on spinal pain transmission and pain perception
[57]. In patients with depression, the pain-inhibitory effect is reduced in
part due to the depletion of serotonin in this pathway. Therefore, poor
psychosocial well-being may be a strong predictor or risk factor of CPSS
[58,59].

5. Current treatment of CPSS

Recent clinical studies of CPSS treatment were categorized according
to the proposed algorithm and the levels of evidence (Fig. 3). Current
CPSS therapies can be broadly divided into three categories: conserva-
tive, surgical, and neuromodulation management.

5.1. Conservative treatment

Conservative treatments include pharmacologic therapy, physical
therapy, and psychotherapy [6]. Due to their good safety profiles, con-
servative treatments should always be attempted first in CPSS patients
who do not require urgent surgical intervention [6].

5.1.1. Pharmacologic therapy
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). NSAIDs are often

used as the first-line drug to attenuate low back pain. A high-quality
study suggested that NSAIDs were superior to placebo for patients with
chronic low back pain (Level I) [70]. Another study showed that NSAIDs
reduced pain intensity scores by an average of 6.97 points on a 0 to 100
visual analog scale (Level I) [71]. However, a systematic review found
that the analgesic effect of NSAIDs was not superior to other conservative
treatments such as muscle relaxants, physical therapy, or bed rest (Level
I) [72]. For back pain with radiating leg pain, a previous study found no
difference between NSAIDs and placebo treatment (Level I) [73]. Due to
limited and conflicting evidence, it is difficult to ascertain the effec-
tiveness of NSAIDs in relieving complex pain symptoms in CPSS patients.
NSAIDs should not be prescribed to patients with a history of gastric
reflux or heart problems. Although some side effects including gastro-
intestinal ulcerations and kidney dysfunction were reported in the study
of aspirin for thromboprophylaxis [74], significant adverse events of
using NSAIDs for low back pain treatment were rarely reported.

Acetaminophen/paracetamol. Acetaminophen/paracetamol was
often used to treat mild to moderate pain and fever [75] Some reviews
recommend listing acetaminophen as one of the medications for CPSS [6,
76]. Previous studies showed that acetaminophen at doses of 3–4 g/day



Fig. 3. Clinical studies on CPSS treatment. Recent clinical studies of CPSS were categorized according to the proposed algorithm and the levels of evidence. These
studies were mainly randomized controlled clinical trials over the past 20 years, excluding those using the combined treatment and studies classified as Level V
evidence. CPSS, chronic pain after spine surgery; LDH, lumbar disc herniation; CFT, cognitive functional therapy; MBRS, mindfulness-based stress reduction; NSAID,
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; SCS, spinal cord stimulation; HF-SCS, high-frequency 10 kHz SCS; DRGS, dorsal root ganglion stimulation; IDDS, intrathecal
drug delivery system; MDT, microdiscectomy [60–69].
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relieved chronic low back pain, but its analgesic effect was not signifi-
cantly different from NSAIDs (Level I) [72]. However, for acute low back
pain, it was shown that pain relief from acetaminophen treatment (3
g/day) was not superior to the non-treatment group (Level II) [77].
Adverse events (e.g., gastrointestinal bleeding) with acetaminophen
were rare.

Anticonvulsants. Anticonvulsants such as gabapentin and pregabalin
are increasingly being used in the treatment of neuropathic pain which
can be caused by damage or disease of the somatosensory nervous system
[78]. Gabapentin and pregabalin were also tested in clinical trials for
CPSS treatment [79–82]. Two low-quality case reports showed that
perioperative pregabalin treatment produced an analgesic effect and
improved the functionality and sleep quality in CPSS patients (Level III)
[83,84]. Nevertheless, these two studies only evaluated the clinical ef-
ficacy in the early postoperative period (2–6 months post-surgery), but
the medium to longer-term follow-up result was unclear. For gabapentin
at a maximum daily dose of 1800 mg, it was found to be significantly
more efficient than naproxen for alleviating CPSS (Level IV) [79].
Another two lower-quality case reports also reached a similar conclusion
(Level II, IV) [80,81]. However, one high-quality study found no signif-
icant difference between gabapentin (1800 mg/day) and placebo using
multiple outcome measures of pain including the Numerical Pain In-
tensity Scale, the McGill Pain Questionnaire, and the Patient Global
Impression of Change (Level I) [82]. In summary, while some low-quality
studies suggested that anticonvulsants may be effective, these studies
were mostly based on small sample sizes and case reports, and hence
these findings may not be generalizable. Overall, there is scant
high-quality evidence on the efficacy of using anticonvulsants for CPSS
treatment. Accordingly, large-scale, multicenter, randomized clinical
trials are recommended to rigorously investigate the effectiveness of
anticonvulsants in the future.

Opioids. Opioid prescription for low back pain has increased and is
now the most commonly prescribed drug class [85]. A systematic review
of 11 trials showed that opioids reduced pain intensity by an average of
30% in neuropathic and musculoskeletal pain conditions (Level I) [86].
Multiple systematic reviews also agreed that opioids are superior to
placebo to provide acute analgesia in chronic low back pain patients
(Level I-II) [87–90]. In some chronic pain patients, opioids are often the
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only analgesic that can help to relieve pain. However, the aforemen-
tioned systematic review reported that approximately 80% of patients
experienced at least one major side effect, with constipation (41%),
nausea (32%), and somnolence (29%) being the most common ones [24].
In addition, opioids are highly addictive and susceptible to abuse, and
more than half of regular opioid users still suffer significant low back pain
and radicular pain [85]. Because the adverse events associated with
opioid use are alarmingly high, opioid use should be carefully weighed
against the patient's pain severity, expectations, medical history, and risk
of adverse events. Opioid trials rarely lasted over four months and had a
high dropout rate (>20%), mainly because of these adverse effects and
tolerance [85]. Accordingly, the effectiveness and safety of long-term
opioid use remains unclear. In light of the significant limitations asso-
ciated with opioid analgesics, it is urgent to develop non-opioid drugs
and novel strategies to manage pain and opioid use in CPSS patients.
These strategies may include using a combination of analgesics, neuro-
modulation, physical and psychological care, rehabilitation, etc. as those
described in other sections.

Summary and clinical significance. For the pharmacological man-
agement of CPSS, it is important to understand the characteristics and
etiology of pain symptoms, such as the presence of neuropathic, irradi-
ation, or nociceptive component. For example, although NSAIDs are used
as the first-line drugs to relieve chronic low back pain, they exert only
limited therapeutic effects on radicular pain. Opioids may have short-
term analgesic efficacy for chronic back pain, but their long-term effi-
cacy and safety in CPSS patients remain questionable. Muscle relaxants,
acetaminophen, antidepressants, and anticonvulsants are also used in
CPSS patients [88]. Yet, evidence for their clinical effectiveness has been
weak and sometimes contradictory. Overall, choosing which pharmaco-
therapy should be considered as part of a larger multidisciplinary pro-
gram for managing CPSS. In this regard, an important future task is to
create best practice guidelines and establish gold standards for clinicians
to choose analgesic treatment for CPSS.

5.1.2. Physical/psychosocial therapy
Cognitive functional therapy (CFT). CFT represents an integrated

approach for individualizing pain treatment by changing the perception
of pain, quitting a bad lifestyle habit, and reducing negative
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psychological factors [91]. Clinical evidence showed that CFT resulted in
a greater improvement in the quality of life in patients with chronic low
back pain and functional limitations, as compared to usual care (Level II)
[92]. Yet, other studies found that CFT only reduced disability, but not
pain, during short-term follow-ups (Level I) [93], and CFT failed to
alleviate pain even with extended follow-up to 3 years (Level II) [94].
Therefore, the clinical implications of CFT in CPSS remain elusive due to
conflicting data.

Mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR). MBSR is often used to
treat pain by sequentially shifting attention to different parts of the body,
through meditation, hatha yoga and body scans, and sustained mind-
fulness practices [95]. MBSR increased pain acceptance with a mean of
7.0-point (on a 108-point scale) in patients with CPSS at 12-week
follow-up (Level II) [96]. Another study reached the same conclusion
but showed that MBSR was similar to CFT in improving back pain (Level
II) [92]. Importantly, long-term follow-up results showed no significant
difference between MBSR and usual care (Level I) [95]. Therefore, more
high-quality long-term RCTs are needed to conclude the efficacy of MBSR
in the management of CPSS.

Summary and clinical significance. Physical/psychosocial therapies
are also commonly recommended for CPSS patients [1]. Both CFT and
MBSR are comprehensive treatments that involve physical therapy and
psychotherapy. Physical rehabilitation may help to maintain and
improve physical function, but there is a lack of high-quality evidence to
support its long-term efficacy [6]. For psychosocial therapy, several
low-quality studies have demonstrated that lowering stress levels can
reduce the risk of postoperative pain [97–99]. CFT and MBSR are also
widely recommended for patients with chronic low back pain. Yet, the
efficacy of physical/psychosocial therapy for CPSS still lacks high-level
evidence support, and its utility for CPSS with severe pain may be
limited. Therefore, some authors recommend that physical/psychosocial
therapies should be considered as a supplemental treatment for CPSS [6,
76].

5.2. Neuromodulation

Neuromodulation via a surgically implanted spinal cord, DRG, or
peripheral nerve stimulation device is gaining increased popularity
owing to its substantial superiority over pharmacological and surgical
management.

Spinal cord stimulation (SCS). SCS is comprised of an implantable
pulse generator which is connected to an electrode that is placed into the
epidural space over the spinal cord dorsal columns [100]. Conventional
low-frequency SCS was shown to be more effective than reoperation for
CPSS treatment, and the number of patients that required increasing
opiate analgesics after reoperation surgery was significantly more than
those who underwent SCS, with a mean follow-up period of 3 years
(Level I) [101]. Another Level I study suggested that CPSS patients who
received conventional SCS treatment reported superior pain relief and
functional recovery at the 2-year follow-up, as compared to those treated
with conventional medical management [102]. Evidence also suggests
that SCS exerted significant long-term pain reduction in CPSS patients,
with a mean follow-up of 8.3–10.6 years (Level II) [103–105]. Never-
theless, a study found that permanent SCS implantation may not provide
consistent long-term pain relief (Level II) [106]. Although increasing
evidence supports the effectiveness of conventional SCS in the treatment
of CPSS, findings of its long-term outcome remain conflicting [100,106,
107]. Reported adverse events were limited, with lead migration (7%),
implantable pulse generator pocket pain (4%), and muscle spasm or
cramp (2%) being the most common complications (Level II) [106].

High-frequency SCS (HF-SCS) delivers electrical stimulation pulses of
1–10 kHz to the spinal cord and induces pain inhibition without
paraesthesia [100]. An increasing amount of evidence supports the
effectiveness of the new SCS paradigm in the treatment of chronic back
and leg pain (Level II-III) [104,108,109]. Yet, studies that compared the
efficacy of HF-SCS with conventional SCS have yielded conflicting results
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[110]. Previous studies showed its long-term superiority to the conven-
tional SCS in treating chronic back and leg pain (Level I) [111], and an
average pain reduction of 49% following HF-SCS in patients who failed
conventional SCS therapy (Level II) [112]. However, another study found
no significant difference between HF-SCS and conventional SCS in a
one-year follow-up (Level II) [110].

Dorsal root ganglion (DRG) stimulation. DRG stimulation involves
surgically placing an electrode near the DRG to block nociceptive signals
in peripheral sensory units, thereby alleviating pain [100]. It was found
that pain was reduced from a score of 8.64 at baseline to 2.40 after 12
months of DRG stimulation in CPSS patients, a 72% average reduction
(Level II) [113]. Another study also showed that DRG stimulation was
effective in attenuating both leg pain and back pain in CPSS patients at
1-year follow-up (Level II) [114]. Thus, an increasing amount of evidence
supports the utility of DRG stimulation in the treatment of chronic back
and leg pain (Level III, IV) [115,116]. Nevertheless, more high-quality
clinical evidence of DRG stimulation in CPSS treatment, especially for
long-term efficacy (>1 year), remains warranted.

Summary and clinical significance. Overall, evidence that demon-
strated the effectiveness of SCS utilization in CPSS and its superiority
over conservative management and repeated surgery is strong [100–102,
112,113]. Low-to-moderate clinical evidence also showed that DRG
stimulation was effective against low back pain, as it relieved pain and
improved the quality of life of CPSS patients (Level II) [113]. CPSS pa-
tients often rely on long-term treatment for pain control, but the efficacy
of neuromodulation therapies may decrease over time [13,117]. In
addition, SCS also leads to high upfront costs for the device and surgical
implantation. Accordingly, SCS may be recommended to CPSS patients
when conservative therapies have not provided meaningful benefits,
after weighing the expected outcomes, risks, and benefits of SCS.

5.3. Surgical intervention

CPSS in many patients may have complex etiologies that include both
structural and non-structural factors. Surgical intervention may be an
option for patients with clearly identified structural factors but is often
associated with low success rates. Reoperation is often recommended in
patients if structural factors are identified on postoperative imaging of
the previous spinal operation [54]. For example, CPSS due to recurrent
disc herniation and postoperative sagittal imbalance usually requires
surgical intervention [1]. Several surgical modalities have been recom-
mended such as posterior lumbar interbody fusion, microendoscopic
discectomy, adhesiolysis, and percutaneous endoscopic lumbar dis-
cectomy [1,14]. Although reoperation may be a good option if imaging
data indicate that nerve roots are compressed or irritated due to struc-
tural factors [54], it may not help to alleviate CPSS caused by
non-structural factors. Notably, the success rate may decrease as the
number of surgeries increases [31]. For example, compared to a success
rate of over 50% after the first spine surgery, the success rate decreased to
30%, 15%, and 5% following the second, third, and fourth surgical in-
terventions, respectively [31]. This may be due in part to increased tissue
injury, inflammation, and other non-structural factors that can cause low
back pain.

5.4. Other treatment options for CPSS

Some low-to-moderate evidence has shown that the intrathecal drug
delivery system (IDDS) was effective against low back pain, which de-
livers low-dose drugs directly to the spinal cord target (Level II, III, IV)
[118–120]. Some authors recommended the application of IDD for CPSS
when SCS and DRG stimulation treatment cannot provide satisfying pain
relief (Level II) [121]. In addition, a recent study showed that
non-invasive painless signaling therapy (NPST) relieved the pain of CPSS
patients [122]. NPST is an electrodermal therapy that converts pain in-
formation into synthetic non-pain information [122]. Electroencepha-
lography data suggest that pain reduction by NPST in CPSS patients was
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associated with increased activity in the right anterior cingulate gyrus. In
addition, pulsed radiofrequency treatment (PRF) also showed
pain-inhibitory effects in CPSS patients [123]. PRF can inhibit the
transmission of nerve impulses without the damaging heating effect
[123]. These new technologies are non-invasive or minimally invasive
and devoid of tolerance, which is a common disadvantage of pharma-
cological treatments, and hence are worthy of further in-depth study.

6. Preventative treatment of CPSS and clinical significance

CPSS is difficult to treat once established. Excessive spinal epidural
fibrosis after laminectomy represents a common cause of CPSS. In a
subset of CPSS patients, the fibrosis after spine surgery spreads from the
operative region and presses on the nerve root, DRG, or the dura mater,
resulting in functional incapacity (e.g., motor deficits) and low back pain
[18,23]. Once fibrosis is formed, revision surgery, which is associated
with an increased risk of complications, is often required to reduce
extensive epidural scar adhesions and decompress the tethered nerve
roots [8]. Unlike other chronic low back pain conditions, CPSS is a
postoperative syndrome and may be preventable through postoperative
interventions [18,124], such as the local and immediate application of
drugs or biomaterials which aim to improve the local microenvironment
to reduce inflammation, adhesion, and fibrosis, and to attenuate
neuronal sensitization.

6.1. Preemptive drug treatment

Several pharmaceutical agents, including mitomycin C [125], rosu-
vastatin [126], dexamethasone [127], hydroxycamptothecine [19],
colchicine, steroid hormones, doxycycline, NSAIDs [128], and rapamycin
have been tested to reduce inflammation, adhesion, fibrosis, and
neuronal sensitization with topical or systemic administration [126].
Local inflammation, deposition of ECM, fibroblast proliferation, and
differentiation play key roles in fibrosis and scar formation. TGF-β1 is a
pluripotent growth factor and plays a vital role in the development of
fibrosis, especially in the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibro-
blasts [21]. A TGF-β1 inhibitor, decorin, was shown to exert a preemptive
effect on epidural fibrosis and epidural adhesions after laminectomy in
rats [20]. This effect of decorin depends on inhibitions of TGF-β1-In-
duced ECM synthesis, proliferation, transdifferentiation, and extracel-
lular matrix production in primary fibroblasts through the inhibition of
the Smad2/3 signaling pathway. In a mouse model of laminectomy,
metformin, which was supplied via drinking water after the surgery, also
reduced the hyperproliferation of epidural scars [129]. This drug effect
involves inhibition of both TGF-β1/Smad3 and the high mobility group
box 1 (HMGB1)/Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) signaling pathways, which
reduced fibronectin and collagen deposition. In addition, bevacizumab
was shown to reduce spinal epidural fibrosis and adhesion in rats after
laminectomy, by decreasing the new blood vessel formation by inhibiting
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) signaling [130]. Most
recently, long non-coding RNAs (LncRNAs) that inhibit COX2 expression
(LncRNA-COX2) were shown to be decreased in epidural tissues after
laminectomy and in activated fibrotic fibroblasts. Importantly, over-
expression of LncRNA-COX2 attenuated laminectomy-induced epidural
fibrosis in mice, by decreasing the expression of EGR1 and inhibiting
fibroblasts differentiation, proliferation, and migration [24]. Thus,
postoperative treatment with LncRNA-COX2 may prevent aberrant
epidural fibrosis. Although these drugs and treatments have demon-
strated the ability to alleviate postoperative adhesion and reduce fibrosis
in animal models, their therapeutic effects and safety still require vali-
dation through clinical studies.

6.2. Preemptive treatment with biomaterials and synthetic materials

Synthetic materials, including polymethyl methacrylate, polylactic
acid, and silastic silicone, were shown to exert anti-fibrotic effects.
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Biomaterials, such as Silastic-Dacron gelatin sponge, animal collagen
membranes, Adcon-L, autologous lipid graft, and omentum graft, are also
gaining attention with interdisciplinary backgrounds. They can act as
physical barriers to limit fibroblast infiltration into epidural space and
the adhesion of the dura mater to the surgical wound [18]. One clinical
study showed that the placement of a polytetrafluoroethylene membrane
over the laminectomy wound prevented the invasion of fibrous tissue
into the vertebral canal and the formation of seromas. Importantly, pa-
tients who received the treatment developed less postoperative radicular
pain. E8002, which has a three-layered structure, also exerted an
anti-adhesive effect in a rat laminectomy model [124]. Certain materials
can also act as carriers to control local drug release [18]. For example,
electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL) fibrous membranes loaded with
celecoxib (CEL) induced a slow release of CEL for 2 weeks and attenuated
fibrosis and inflammation associated with CPSS in rats [28].

6.3. Preemptive treatment with biomaterials from human tissues

Human amniotic membrane and umbilical cord particulate were also
shown to reduce epidural scar amount and adhesion after laminectomy.
Clinical studies demonstrated that these human birth tissue products,
which exert natural anti-inflammatory and regenerative actions [1,2],
may have multiple beneficial effects to treat various diseases, such as
ocular surface disorders (e.g., burns, infections, corneal scars,
post-surgical trauma), painful bullous keratopathy, complex diabetic foot
ulcers, burn injury, discogenic pain, neuropathic corneal pain, and facet
joint syndrome [4,13,14,17,22]. In a canine model, scar amount and
adhesion tenacity were significantly lower in dogs treated with a
cross-linked amniotic membrane covering the dura after lumbar lam-
inectomy, compared to the control groups [131]. Additionally, amniotic
membrane and umbilical cord particulate induced pain relief in patients
with discogenic low back pain, and reduced back pain caused by facet
joint syndrome following intra-articular injection. Human birth tissue
products may exert multiple beneficial effects for post-laminectomy
epidural adhesion, including a physical barrier to reduce fibroblast
infiltration and consequent epidural fibrosis, the limitation of inflam-
mation and disc degeneration, reduction of pain, and promotion of
regeneration. Similarly, a dual-layer, chorion-free amnion patch (DLAM;
ViaShield®, Globus Medical Inc., Audubon, PA, USA), which was
developed from human amniotic membrane, effectively reduced fibro-
blast infiltration and tissue tenacity after lumbar laminectomy in sheep
[132]. Recently, a new bacterial cellulose (BC) anti-adhesion membrane,
composed of exosomes from human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem
cells, also demonstrated the prevention effect on epidural fibrosis
post-laminectomy in a rabbit model, without notable cytotoxicity [133].
Because these bioceuticals are prepared from immune-privileged tissue,
they rarely caused immunologic rejection and show better capability and
biocompatibility in the body, as compared to fat grafts [11]. Accordingly,
these bioceuticals may be suitable for preventing postoperative epidural
fibrosis and adhesion and minimizing postoperative complications and
risk of CPSS. More well-designed studies using human birth tissue
products for CPSS prevention, wound healing, and regeneration remain
warranted.

7. Future research

7.1. Establishing a suitable, clinically relevant CPSS model

The lack of clinically relevant models is an important rate-limiting
step in the mechanism and treatment studies of CPSS. The most com-
mon CPSS model involves a laminectomy (Fig. 4A) or hemilaminectomy
(Fig. 4B) in the thoracic or lumbar spine vertebra (e.g., T10, L1, L4-6) of
naïve animals [20], without irritating the nerve root and spinal cord.
However, unlike in healthy animals, the nerve roots that are oppressed by
epidural fibrosis after laminectomy in patients often have certain
pre-existing pathological changes before spinal surgery. To address the



Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of animal models of CPSS (A) The conventional CPSS model involves a full laminectomy in the thoracic or lumbar spine vertebra
without irritating or damaging the nerve roots (B) Cuneyt et al. modified the traditional CPSS model by performing only a hemilaminectomy in the L4 spine vertebra
(C) Rooney et al. established a new CPSS model by performing both laminectomy and cutting of bilateral L4 and L5 dorsal roots (D) We propose a new model to
simulate the clinical CPSS. (a) A plastic tip will be first inserted into the left foramina at L5 spine vertebra level in rats to induce a chronic compression of the nerve
root and DRG, which simulates lumbar disc herniation causing low back pain (b–c) One week later, the plastic tip will be removed and a laminectomy will then be
performed at the L5 vertebra to relieve the compression. (d) This new model mimics CPSS which may develop after decompression surgery performed in patients with
lumbar disc herniation. PCLM, postoperative changes in the local microenvironment.
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limitation of the laminectomy and hemilaminectomy models, Rooney
et al. [38] established a new CPSS model by both performing the lam-
inectomy and cutting the bilateral L4 and L5 dorsal roots (Fig. 4C).
However, an acute or severe dorsal root rupture rarely occurred in
clinical practice; rather, chronic compression and irritation of the nerve
roots or dorsal spinal cord are common pre-existing conditions before
surgical revision. Currently, none of the current CPSS models closely
mimics this clinical situation. Therefore, establishing a suitable, clinically
relevant CPSS model to mimic this situation is important for preclinical
mechanistic research.

To better simulate CPSS in the clinical setting, laminectomy may be
performed in animals that have preexisting spine conditions, such as low
back pain, nerve root compression, or disc herniation. This may be more
suitable for exploring the etiology of CPSS and its treatment (Fig. 4D).
Future studies using new CPSS models are needed to ascertain important
non-structural factors in CPSS pathogenesis, which may provide novel
targets for clinical interventions. Close collaboration between basic sci-
entists and front-line clinicians is required to achieve this goal.
7.2. Establishing clinical-relevant behavioral pain testing in CPSS models

In addition to the lack of a suitable CPSS model, the behavioral
measurement of CPSS-like symptoms in animal models represents
another challenge in the translation of preclinical findings to the devel-
opment of novel clinical treatment. CPSS in animal models is usually
inferred by measuring paw withdrawal responses to external test stim-
ulation. In particular, mechanical stimulus-evoked behavioral responses
have been the most commonly measured outcome. However, withdrawal
responses represent a spinal reflex to test stimulation and may not
accurately indicate CPSS in subjects, which often experience ongoing
pain, background pain, spontaneous pain, and movement-induced pain.
However, these important clinical symptoms have been difficult to
measure in animal studies [134]. Previous studies of neuropathic pain
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conditions suggested that behavioral tests of reflex responses alone do
not correlate well with the effectiveness of drug treatment in subjects
[134]. Accordingly, comprehensive assays using non-reflex outcome
measures, such as cerebral-dependent conditioned place preference,
place escape or avoidance paradigm, operate behavior test, voluntary
wheel running activity, and gait analysis are warranted for evaluating the
effectiveness and studying the mechanisms of new therapies for allevi-
ating ongoing pain and movement-related manifestations of CPSS in
order to facilitate future translational studies.
7.3. The research on the pathogenesis of CPSS

CPSS is characterized by a cluster of symptoms, including intractable
or recurrent low back pain or leg pain, and it is a major cause of
morbidity in patients after spinal surgery. To date, CPSS remains difficult
to treat and represents a therapy-refractory clinical condition. Under-
standing the etiology of CPSS plays a critical role in determining the
course of the treatment. However, the exact cause of CPSS is often
difficult to ascertain in patients and may involve multiple factors,
including the formation of epidural fibrosis, chronic arachnoiditis,
nucleus-related local environmental changes, sensitization of DRG neu-
rons and spinal cord dorsal horn neurons, changes in glial cell activation,
psychological factors, and other structural factors.
7.4. New treatment strategies of CPSS

Although the intra-operative placement of drugs, biomaterials, and
adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells on the surface of the dura mater
has been tested to improve the postoperative microenvironment and
reduce fibrosis, the long-term efficacy and the metabolism of allogeneic
biomaterials in humans remain to be determined. Therefore, more clin-
ical studies are required to determine the efficacy and safety of these
preventive treatment strategies and to develop new strategies to promote
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repair processes under a regenerative condition other than scar forma-
tion. In addition to the repair of soft tissue, how these treatments affect
new bone formation from the margins of laminectomy defects also
warrants attention.

In addition to the aforementioned individual treatments and re-
operation [60–69], a promising new strategy for treating CPSS is the use
of combination therapies. This approach may tailor the patient-specific
treatment and reduce the limitations and potential side effects of individ-
ual treatments. There are several combined approaches for CPSS man-
agement, including the combined use of opioids with regional anesthetics
such as spinal or epidural analgesia [135], infusions of ketamine and
lidocaine, NSAIDs [136], and other non-opioid analgesics such as gaba-
pentin [137] and acetaminophen [138], cognitive and physical therapies.
These approaches can optimize pain relief, reduce opioid usage, and
minimize opioid-related adverse effects [135–138]. The clinical efficacy of
some combined treatments for CPSS has been demonstrated. A
meta-analysis of ten studies showed that the combined use of opioids and
NSAIDs following spinal surgery decreased both the total amount of nar-
cotics consumed and pain levels, compared to the use of opioid medica-
tions alone [136]. Additionally, a retrospective review of 139 patients
undergoing spine surgery found that those who received multimodal
analgesia had lower rates of inpatient narcotics consumption than those
treated with patient-controlled analgesia [135]. Despite the recommen-
dation for multimodal analgesia as a better strategy for postoperative
analgesia, there is a lack of consensus on appropriate protocols or algo-
rithms for multimodal analgesic treatment [139]. Accordingly, identifying
and utilizing effective strategies should also be a focus for future research.

8. Conclusion and clinical significance

This review aimed to broaden our understanding of the mechanisms
underlying CPSS, which will aid in the appropriate application and
development of optimal strategies for not only managing pain symptoms
but also potentially curing the underlying etiology for long-term func-
tional recovery. Because CPSS patients often have a mixed etiology, the
authors advocate that clinicians should examine all available evidence
and comprehensively evaluate each case in order to formulate a patient-
specific and multi-modal pain treatment. In addition, physicians should
consider an early, intra-operative intervention that may decrease the risk
or even prevent the onset of CPSS.
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